Workshop tips

Easy 4 x 8 layouts you can build

- 6 different track plans in HO, N and O scales
- Industries your trains can serve
- How to build simple table benchwork for your layout
- Scenery tips and ideas, including making rocks, mountains, and more!
Fun with 4 x 8s

Mountains, waterfronts, and more as the MR staff helps you tackle the challenge of designing an interesting compact layout

By David Popp

The basic 4 x 8 layout has become something of a model railroading tradition. The concept behind it is pretty simple: 4 x 8-foot sheets of plywood are readily available at lumber yards and home-improvement stores, and with a minimum of carpentry skill, most anyone can build some sort of leg structure to support one, making for an easy train table. The 4 x 8 is often called a “beginner’s layout” because of the ease of construction.

However, as shown in the track plans presented here, a 4 x 8 doesn’t have to be just for somebody starting out. In fact, as layout designers such as Iain Rice have pointed out, you can build some very interesting model railroads in compact spaces. And, for those who already have one home layout, building something smaller, like a 4 x 8, can offer the opportunity to try modeling a different railroad or era, or even working in a different scale, which can be very refreshing and give you new perspective on the hobby.

The staff challenge

The track plans in this publication, other than Rick van Laar’s great CSX layout, are ideas from the Model Railroader staff, generated through a layout design challenge.

The idea actually came from a European modeling magazine, where its editors had been tasked to see what they could accomplish in a weekend. The results were fun to read and included many great modeling tips. So, why not try something similar with the members of the MR staff? With that, the 4 x 8 design challenge was born.

All of the designs fit on a 4 x 8 sheet of plywood or smaller, and represent multiple scales. Eras can be changed to match your structures and rolling stock.

In addition, the benchwork can be assembled in just a few hours, so you can have a place to run trains quickly.

4 x 8 benchwork

- 4 x 8 sheet ½" plywood ripped into 13 strips 3½" x 96" (1)
- 4 x 8 sheet ½" plywood (1)
- 8 foot 2 x 2 (1)
- ¼" x 1" x 10'-0" lattice molding for cross braces (2)
- ¼" x 1½" carriage bolts (16)
- ½" washers (16)
- ¼" wing nuts (12)
- ¼" stop nuts (4)
- Small box 4d 1½" finishing nails
- Small box 1" panel board nails
- Adjustable furniture feet (4)
- Carpenter’s wood glue

Table construction diagram

Tabletop – ½” plywood 4 x 8-foot sheet

Cut to fit

32" 16" 35" 96" 47" 40"
In digging for some information in the library, I stumbled across *The Virginian Railway* by H. Reid. The Virginian was built by Henry Huttleston Rogers and Col. William N. Page for one purpose, hauling coal from the mines in West Virginia to the port at Norfolk, Va., making the pair a lot of money along the way. As a railroad, the Virginian was something of a latecomer, not getting started until 1898. But until it was merged into the Norfolk & Western in 1959, it hauled millions of tons of coal in thousands of black hoppers emblazoned with bold white VIRGINIAN lettering, led by many remarkable steam, diesel, and electric locomotives.

The wealth of stories and photographs in Reid’s book were the inspiration for my 4 x 8 design. The short 55-ton twin hoppers and compact (and brightly painted) Fairbanks-Morse road switchers used by the Virginian in the mid-1950s are ideal for a railroad with tight curves and limited yard space. The plan includes a 4-track yard and a scale track for marshaling coal trains. It also has a mine branch that climbs its way through the center of the railroad, serving two mines. There’s also a freight house and a furniture factory, so you can occasionally switch something other than coal hoppers.

I’ve included three potential exit points from the layout, allowing for the addition of more main line or staging sections, as well as a way to continue the branch. With the addition of a simple three-track staging shelf at one of the exits, the layout could support two operators for an evening of fun. The layout uses a variety of turnouts to get the job done, and they’re marked on the plan. – David Popp

---

**The track plan at a glance**

**Name:** Reid Gap Ry.  
**Scale:** HO (1:87.1)  
**Size:** 4 x 8 feet  
**Prototype:** Virginian Ry.  
**Locale:** West Virginia  
**Era:** 1956  
**Mainline run:** 14 feet  
**Minimum radius:** 18"  
**Minimum turnout:** Atlas 18" radius snap switch  
**Maximum grade:** 3 percent
One approach to modeling specific prototypes is to find a full-sized railroad that looks like a model. The layout of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe’s former First and Alice Street Yard in Oakland, Calif., was a close match to something we could model in N scale in 4 x 8 feet.

“Alice Street” was an industrial tract hemmed in by the Oakland Estuary on one side and the Southern Pacific main line in First Street on the other. It had no direct rail connection with the rest of the Santa Fe, but the railroad’s San Francisco Bay car floats from Point Richmond connected to Alice Street, as well as to San Francisco, China Basin, and Tiburon. The car float connection and some industrial activity lasted into the 1970s, but today the area is used as a parking lot for nearby Jack London Square.

The layout plan here includes most of the tracks and all of the industries at Alice Street circa 1940. Before 1953, an 0-6-0 steam switcher worked the yard, and then a General Electric 44-ton diesel took over. A 1950s version could use the Bachmann Spectrum 44-tonner, and the Atlas code 55 track line includes the no. 5 turnouts and no. 2.5 wye shown in the track plan.

This layout design was inspired by my friend Bill Childers’ article on Alice Street in the Third Quarter 2001 issue of the Santa Fe Ry. Historical & Modeling Society’s Warbonnet magazine (back issue available at atsfrr.net). Bill’s article also shows his own HO scale rendition of Alice Street on a 16-foot shelf, which I’ve enjoyed operating. – Andy Sperandeo, contributing editor

**The track plan at a glance**

**Name:** First and Alice Street Yard  
**Scale:** N (1:160)  
**Size:** 4 x 8 feet  
**Prototype:** Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry, Oakland District  
**Locale:** Oakland, Calif.  
**Era:** 1940s/1950s  
**Style:** tabletop  
**Minimum radius:** 12”  
**Minimum turnout:** no. 5 (the no. 2.5 wye is equivalent to a standard no. 5)  
**Maximum grade:** none
Whenever I design a track plan, I get the best result if I start with a realistic purpose for the model railroad. In this case, I decided on a modern short line serving a major industry with a single locomotive. Businesses often buy the track from a major railroad to maintain rail service to their plant(s), and then organize a short line to operate the train.

This track plan allows a single crew to operate a typical shortline “day,” starting at Junction Yard where the Wexford County RR interchanges cars with CSX. This friendly connection provides the two-bay covered hoppers that haul the outbound salt and delivers tank cars of fuel for the mine and boxcar loads for the farm supply, Imperial Foods, or the lumber yard.

A steep grade limits the train size, so the line’s single Electro-Motive Division Geep can haul only a few cars up the hill at a time. The daily train can run as many laps around the loop as needed to gain mileage before it heads up the hill. Then the crew switches the local industries and returns the outbound cars to Junction Yard.

Short lines often use parts of more than one former railroad, so I used an abandoned crossing of the old Pere Marquette RR to hide the reverse loop. In this location, the connecting track remains in use to reach the oil depot, but the old PM crossing and track over the bridge should look abandoned.

The lower loop and Junction Yard are on a single level, so this portion could be built first. Then the ramp up to the salt mine and Pere Marquette RR crossing can follow later on. I planned the switch lead to use Peco’s curved turnouts to maximize the yard track lengths. – Jim Hediger, senior editor

The track plan at a glance

Name: Wexford RR  
Scale: HO (1:87.1)  
Size: 4 x 8 feet  
Prototype: Freelanced modern short line  
Locale: northern Midwest  
Era: present day  
Minimum radius: 18” (main), 15” (branch)  
Minimum turnout: no. 5  
Maximum grade: 4½ percent
I’ve long admired Maine’s picturesque two-foot-gauge railroads, picking their way between soaring pines and rustic wood buildings to serve charming New England communities. So when I sought a prototype for this challenge, I was happy to find the Monson RR, the last operating two-foot-gauge road in Maine.

The Monson was built to haul the products of a number of slate quarries near Monson, Maine, to a junction with the standard-gauge Bangor & Aroostook RR (BAR) just over six miles away. Although cut slate was its main freight, the Monson was a common carrier, also hauling logs, less-than-carload freight, and passengers.

The road was constructed in 1883 after the standard-gauge Bangor & Piscataquis, predecessor to the BAR, bypassed Monson by six miles. Tracks were extended north to serve quarries near Monson Pond in 1909, and two log-loading spurs were added in 1916. The railroad ran until 1943, when the line’s last quarry customer withdrew its business in favor of a delivery truck.

This track plan depicts the railroad in late World War I, when passenger service was thriving and demand for slate for electrical components was high. Two quarries and a rural sawmill are represented. Passengers could ride the combine from Monson Junction to the station in town or to the hunting and fishing camps near Monson Pond.

This model railroad only occupies a 4 x 8 plywood sheet, but its point-to-point plan and central view block set it above the typical starter layout. And if you have the room, this track plan would make an interesting add-on to a standard gauge BAR model railroad. – Steven Otte, associate editor

The track plan at a glance

Name: Monson RR
Scale: HOn2 (1:87.1, 2-foot gauge)
Size: 4 x 8 feet
Prototype: Monson RR
Locale: Maine
Era: 1916-1919
Style: tabletop
Mainline run: 19 feet
Minimum radius: 15"
Minimum turnout: no. 4 stub
Maximum grade: none

Monson RR
HOn2 (1:87.1 on 2-foot gauge track)
Layout size: 4 x 8 feet
Scale of plan: 1" = 1'-0", 12" grid
Minimum radius 15"
Illustration by Rick Johnson
Find more plans online in the ModelRailroader.com Track Plan Database.
Capturing a slice of Appalachia in 4x8 feet
I was struggling to fit an Appalachian-style HO scale model railroad into a 4 x 8-foot space when Model Railroader reprinted John Allen’s track plan for the original 3’-7” x 6’-8” Gorre & Daphetid railroad in August 1996. As soon as I saw that G-D Line plan, I realized that it could be adapted to fit my space. My track plan is a slight modification of the G-D Line’s design. It also features a twice-around loop with a branch line that climbs to a higher elevation. By eliminating the turntable and adding a scenic divider, I could fit two different scenes into my slightly larger area.

The Rosston, Joelberg & Holly RR (RJ&H) is a fictitious branch line, located in the coal region of West Virginia, that’s named for my three children: Ross, Joel, and Holly. Its primary purposes are to haul coal mined locally to an interchange with CSX’s Coal River Subdivision and to serve a regional grain elevator. The period is shortly after the CSX merger in 1990.

My original goal in building this layout was to pass on the joy of model railroading to my sons, who were about the same age I was when my dad introduced me to the hobby. It would also serve as a way for all of us to spend time together. Regrettably, my good intentions were overtaken by my perfectionist tendencies as I built a solid foundation for the railroad and laid the track (missing the opportunity to teach these skills to my boys). Their enthusiasm picked up as scenery began, but here again my perfectionism proved to be discouraging and dampened their interest. As they wandered off into other pursuits, it didn’t take long for me to realize the “torch of model railroading” wasn’t going to be passed very soon. With that realization, I continued to work on the RJ&H with far less help than I had anticipated.

Within the 4 x 8 footprint, I built a coal mine, a grain elevator, a power plant, and the fictitious town of Joelberg tucked in the Appalachian Mountains.

**Built for portability**

My goal was to build a model railroad that I could take to train shows and share with others. This meant that it had to be portable and interesting to viewers. The size of the layout was determined by the bed of my pickup truck and what I could move up the stairs and through the doorways. I settled on the 4 x 8 size, but quickly realized that I’d have to use lightweight construction if I was going to be able to move it easily.

My benchwork consists of a 1 x 4 frame with legs and braces that fold up and fasten inside the framework for easy transportation. I attached diagonal 1 x 2 braces with bolts and wing nuts, and I have removable handles at each end so two people can lift the layout and tip it sideways to pass through doorways.

I built a removable panel to hold the power pack and electrical controls. It’s bolted to the end of the layout with wing nuts for ease of assembly, and a pair of connectors energize the circuits.

1. These CSX C40-8Ws are modified Athearn units, which Rick Van Laar uses on unit trains that originate from the Rosston Coal Mine on his HO CSX West Virginia branch line.
A 1 x 2 ledge is mounted around the inside of the 1 x 4 frame so I could glue a sheet of 2” extruded foam insulation board in place using Liquid Nails for Projects, a latex construction adhesive that doesn’t attack foam. I made the scene divider from two panels of foam core braced with ¼” x ¾” wood strips between them and fastened it to the frame.

Subroadbed and trackwork
Using more Liquid Nails as an adhesive, I made my subroadbed and risers from foam board to minimize weight. Then I used Elmer’s water-based contact adhesive to attach cork roadbed to the foam subroadbed.
I used the same contact cement to attach the track. This worked well, since I could coat both mating surfaces with adhesive and let it dry before I set the track in place. While the adhesive was drying, I laid strips of thin cardstock on the roadbed. Then I set the track in place and checked its alignment before I pulled out the strips one at a time and pressed the track into contact with the roadbed to make the instant bond. This eliminated the use of weights or pins to hold the track while the glue dried. But this method makes it difficult to adjust the track after it has bonded to the cork.

My DC track wiring follows the common rail method, and I didn’t bother dividing for cab control. The railroad has room to operate just one train at a time, but I did include eight electrical blocks, controlled by single-pole single-throw switches, where I can park a locomotive. Every piece of rail in the layout has a feeder wire to ensure reliable operation, and I used Caboose Hobbies ground throws on all of the turnouts.

Rosston, Joelberg & Holly RR.
HO scale (1:87.1)
Layout size: 4’-0” x 8’-0”
Scale of plan: 1” = 1’-0”, 12” grid
Numbered arrows indicate photo locations
Illustration by Jay Smith
Find more plans online in the ModelRailroader.com Track Plan Database.

I could coat both mating surfaces with adhesive and let it dry before I set the track in place. While the adhesive was drying, I laid strips of thin cardstock on the roadbed. Then I set the track in place and checked its alignment before I pulled out the strips one at a time and pressed the track into contact with the roadbed to make the instant bond. This eliminated the use of weights or pins to hold the track while the glue dried. But this method makes it difficult to adjust the track after it has bonded to the cork.

My DC track wiring follows the common rail method, and I didn’t bother dividing for cab control. The railroad has room to operate just one train at a time, but I did include eight electrical blocks, controlled by single-pole single-throw switches, where I can park a locomotive. Every piece of rail in the layout has a feeder wire to ensure reliable operation, and I used Caboose Hobbies ground throws on all of the turnouts.
Bridge variety

The layout has a variety of bridges that I kitbashed to fit each location. They include through and deck girder bridges I made from Atlas parts, but the big through truss is a modified Walthers double track kit. I trimmed this truss bridge to about 3/4 of its normal width to accommodate the turnout leading to the branch line (its points are on the bridge).

I scratchbuilt the stone arch viaduct from 2" extruded foam by cutting the arches on a band saw, smoothing their edges, and then covering them with a layer of smooth drywall compound. After the compound dried, I carved individual stones using a straight edge and the back edge of a hobby knife. This carving turned into a rather arduous job, but the end result was certainly worth the effort.

Assembling the Micro Engineering tall steel viaduct kit for the branch line wasn't difficult, but I had to adjust its legs to fit the contour of the terrain.

Scenery techniques

A scenic backdrop separates the town from the Rosston mining area, so I began the scenery by painting both sides of this divider. Then my wife, Sharon, used a stippling technique to add the distant trees. I painted the closer hills using medium green paint mixed with sawdust to give it more texture. Then Sharon added more large trees.

Next, we added some thin rock castings and a few trees and some brush to give the backdrop some added depth and help blend it in with the foreground scenery. Finally, I used an airbrush to spray a light coat of white over the hills to represent haze in the distance.

I spray painted the rails and ballasted the track in all four short tunnel locations. After the paint dried, I used stacked layers of foam to build the tunnels, which I lined with dark gray cardstock.
to simulate concrete. Once the tunnels were done, I filled in the mountainous terrain around them with more stacked layers of extruded foam.

**Rock faces**

I used a combination of several Woodland Scenics rock molds to cast the exposed rock faces in lightweight Hydrocal. I let these castings dry in the molds and then glued them to the foam terrain with Liquid Nails. In the process, I varied the orientation and broke some castings to avoid repeating patterns. There are 320 individual rock castings of various sizes that make up the rock details. In each case, I kept the plaster off the horizontal surfaces to keep the layout’s weight to a minimum.

I used washes of Woodland Scenics rock pigments to color the rocks and then applied thin washes of India ink to get the crevices to stand out. In between the individual castings, I added various shades of Woodland Scenics foliage.

The horizontal surfaces have a 50-50 mixture of flat tan latex paint and water with Woodland Scenics ground foam sprinkled into the wet paint. Subsequent applications of different textures and colors of ground foam added depth to these surfaces. I soaked everything with a 50-50 mixture of white glue and water to secure the layers of ground foam.

Vertical rock faces constantly shed loose rock, called talus, that accumulates at the base. I placed broken plaster bits into a container and dyed them with the same color that I used on the rock faces. I spread the mixture on newspaper and let it dry. Using white glue, I positioned the large rocks first, and then gradually added the finer talus around them. I used an application of white glue and water to secure everything to the layout.

**Asphalt and gravel roads**

I simulated the asphalt roads in Joelberg with black 400-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper glued to the foam with contact cement. The sidewalks are styrene strips I painted with Polly Scale Concrete and installed with contact cement. I used
Woodland Scenics dry transfers to stripe the road before I weathered it with an airbrushed coat of thinned Milwaukee Road Gray and Concrete colors. I applied some oil spills and tire marks with powdered pastels.

**Ground cover and foliage**

I added layers of various shades of Woodland Scenics coarse turf on top of my initial scenery base to represent the weeds and wild plants in the mine area, and I put random clumps of field grass along the right-of-way.

It took a lot of miniature trees to simulate the massed tree cover of the West Virginia mountains, and most of mine are handmade. Some of the foreground trees near Joelberg are made from Scenic Express SuperTree kits. I also used Woodland Scenic Fine-Leaf Foliage kits for some of the other foreground trees. I made a few pine trees by upgrading Heki pine trees with spray adhesive and a layer of fine dark green turf.

I have two fast-flowing mountain streams in the layout that I made from soupy plaster and crushed plaster rocks. To complete the water effects, I applied two-part epoxy over white poly fiber that I glued to the stream bed. The poly fiber produces the effect of rough bubbly water after the epoxy dries.

**Structures**

Since the layout was built to travel, I designed the entire town of Joelberg so it’s removable to minimize potential damage during transport. The 24-hour convenience store and the Klosenuff Tool & Die Co. lift off to provide access to the electrical connectors and nylon fasteners that secure the block of buildings on the layout base.

Joelberg portrays a West Virginia town built on a mountainside, so it’s divided into three levels. The first is at track level and includes buildings with loading docks. The second, or middle, level is the town’s main street and retail district and also has some light manufacturing. The top level is a shallow backdrop area made up of the backs of the buildings along the next street higher on the mountain. I fit all of this in a space less than 12” deep between the track and the backdrop, and with a total width of 30”.

Almost all of the Main Street structures are kitbashed so I could compress them into a small footprint. Although I maintained the width of each structure, I drastically reduced their depth and only used the front and two sides on most of them. This allowed me to use the back wall from each kit as low-relief structures seen from the rear. All of my retail buildings are about 2” deep.

**Closeup detailing tricks**

The proximity of the viewers meant that all of the layout’s buildings required detailed interiors. Adding illumination made the interior details even more important, as light tends to attract attention. Thus, every structure has at least a partial interior to make it look lived in.

I put considerable effort into Sharon’s Coffee Shop, since it was closest to the viewers. It has eight 1½V lamps illuminating the signs on the outside, and a detailed interior with a 1½V light fixture hanging over each table. I made the booth seating from modified passenger car seats, and each table is properly set.

To add some life, I have 14 patrons sitting at eight tables with a waitress and a cashier serving them.

A handy trick that I used to simulate a detailed interior was to take a digital photo of a prototype store and scale it to fit inside a model building. I scratchbuilt simple store fixtures to put in the foreground, right behind the shop windows. Then I installed a scaled-down digital photo in the background, giving the illusion of considerable depth, and providing a lot of detail and visual interest.
Running the railroad

Since I’m modeling a freelanced CSX branch line, most of my equipment has either a CSX or Chessie System paint scheme. My tight-radius curves limit the locomotives to mostly 4-axle road switchers and yard engines, handling cars under 40 feet in length. These smaller cars and locomotives would typically be from an earlier period, but this is a compromise I can live with to have more cars operating smoothly on the layout.

All of my equipment is weathered with thinned Polly Scale earth colors and powdered pastels. I generally don’t apply Dullcote over the pastels, so excessive handling of a car or locomotive means I’ll have to reapply the pastels.

Most of my efforts so far have gone into the modeling, so I haven’t done much in the way of operations. I do run local freights and a small unit coal train. The depot hints of passenger service, but I can’t operate full-length passenger cars on these curves.

During shows, I let a train run continuously on the double loop, and change trains every half hour. I rotate between the unit coal train, a grain train, and a mixed freight to keep things interesting.

Staying active in the hobby

I’ve accomplished most of my goals for the layout. With portability in mind from the beginning, I was able to keep its weight to a minimum, although the plaster rock castings came out heavier than I expected. If I build another portable display layout, I’d work at reducing the weight even more.

Building this railroad showed me that a small layout can be a great way to stay active in the hobby when there are many other demands on my time. Reducing the size of the project allowed me to try new techniques and hone my modeling skills on a layout without investing large amounts of time and money, and I could easily change direction. Finally, displaying a small, well-detailed layout at train shows inspires others and shows the public yet another interesting facet of this wonderful hobby.

Meet Rick Van Laar

A Christmas gift of HO trains from his dad started 10-year-old Rick in model railroading. His first layout was a figure-8 on a piece of plywood, but it hooked him on this great hobby for life.

Rick lives in Fort Wayne, Ind., with his wife, Sharon, and their three children. He’s the compliance manager for International Truck and Engine Corp.’s medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. His other interests include golf, woodworking, volunteering at church, and attending his children’s many athletic events.

7. Excellent craftsmanship and careful attention to detail make Rick’s Cargill elevator into a showpiece. He kitbashed it from a pair of Walthers kits.
While we often associate John Armstrong’s name with some of the most expansive and engaging layout designs sketched for model railroaders, for me, it was a simple 4 x 8 scheme Model Railroader first published in February 1953 that confirmed his genius. Even in the early 1950s, John recognized that model railroaders built more semi-portable 4 x 8-foot layouts than any other size, and he appreciated the convenience those layouts offered for operation without access holes. He also knew that on these small layouts, structures and details would be viewed close-up.

Engine terminals are usually abuzz with the activity of washing, turning, watering, and fueling locomotives for service, so it’s easy to see how this model railroad could keep two operators busier than they might be on a larger layout with a traditional main line. Even if you choose to use the layout as a static display, a 24” operating turntable becomes an unconventional way to put your prized Pacific in motion without it moving an inch!

But beyond the turntable, there’s still room for more action at the transfer table and car shop. With the aid of an small industrial-type diesel or tank engine, an operator can easily work full-length O scale freight cars on the shop tracks.

While some features suggest this scheme is best suited for steam era modeling, it’s simple enough to swap the coal dock for bulk diesel fuel tanks and advance to an all-diesel affair.

No matter what era you model, it’s hard to overlook the operating potential of this O scale layout – one that just so happens to fit within a 4 x 8-foot space. – Kent Johnson, associate editor

The track plan at a glance

| Name: Engine terminal and car shops |
| Scale: O (1:48) |
| Size: 4 x 8 feet |
| Prototype: freelanced |
| Locale: urban |
| Era: 1950s |
| Mainline run: none |
| Minimum radius: 36” |
| Minimum turnout: no. 5 |
| Maximum grade: none |

Engine terminal and car shop

O scale (1:48)
Layout size: 4 x 8 feet
Scale of plan: 1” = 1’-0”, 12” grid
Minimum radius 36”

All turnouts no. 5, joints shown for Atlas O two-rail sectional track
Illustration by Rick Johnson
Find more plans online in the ModelRailroader.com Track Plan Database.